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New forms of discrimination based on the aggregation of data and their effect on the 

reliability and fairness of predictive machine learning algorithms.  

 

by James Maclaurin and John Zerilli 

 

The past decade has witnessed an unprecedented acceleration in both the sophistication and 

uptake of various algorithmic decision tools. From music and TV show recommendations, 

product and political advertising and opinion polling, to medical diagnostics, university 

admissions, job placement and financial services, the range of the potential application of 

these technologies is truly vast. In New Zealand this has led to widespread and rapid 

commercial adoption as well as use in government agencies including Corrections, 

Immigration, IRD, ACC  [1, 2] and in a wide variety of contexts now understood as “Social 

Investment” [3, see esp. chs 7-13]. 

Champions of AI promote it as an upgrade to human reasoning: it is more accurate, and 

therefore more efficient, as well as more objective, and therefore more fair. This latter 

inference is problematic—that algorithmic decision-making tools are more objective because 

they are less biased than human decision-makers and that this objectivity enhances the justice 

and fairness of the decisions they make. Such assertions suggest that legal protection against 

unfair discrimination might not be relevant to ‘objective’ algorithmic decision-making, but 

recent research contradicts this inference. Human prejudice and algorithmic bias differ in 

character, but both are capable of generating unfair and discriminatory decisions. Tackling 

this problem will be particularly challenging owing to the contested nature of both fairness 

and discrimination.  

To assess the risks of bias in automated decision-making, one must begin by looking at bias 

in human decision-making. Research into human decision-making has generated many 

important results over the past thirty years [4]. It is now understood that human prejudice is 

the result of various failures of reasoning [5]. For example, we often reason probabilistically 

from very small samples, and we regularly fail to update our beliefs in light of new 

information [6, 7]. At other times we abandon probabilistic reasoning altogether, relying 

instead on “generic” reasoning [8], judging that groups have particular characteristics 

irrespective of information about the frequency of those traits [9]. These generic judgements 

are pernicious as they are largely insensitive to evidence [10, 11]. For example, long-held 

beliefs about the criminality of ethnic minorities are not usually overcome by merely 

supplying evidence of the inaccuracy of such beliefs [12]. Moreover, emotions exert a 

powerful influence on human decision-making [13] and negative emotions like fear make us 

particularly prone to prejudice.  

The accuracy of human decision-making is further decreased by a wide variety of 

psychological heuristics and biases. “Anchoring” and “framing” effects such as “availability” 

and “proximity” biases cause more recent or prominent events to exert disproportionate 

influence on human problem solving [4]. The tendency to see false correlations where none 
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exist is also well documented [14, 15]. The bias is at its strongest when a human subject is 

having to deal in small probabilities [4]. Furthermore, constraints imposed by short-term 

memory capacity limit our abilities at multi-factorial reasoning [16]. Because it is in the 

nature of complex decisions to present multiple relationships among many issues, our 

inability to assess these factors concurrently constitutes a significant limitation on our 

capacity to process complexity. The dangers of human bias are insidious, because 

“contemporary forms of prejudice are often difficult to detect and unknown to the prejudice 

holders” [17]. 

Discrimination and the law: Poor reasoning about group characteristics has caused historical 

injustice to marginalised groups. Partly for these reasons, and partly because it is unfair to 

further penalise disadvantaged groups [18], New Zealand’s Human Rights Act 1993 protects 

citizens from grounds of reasoning including race, sex, and age in high risk circumstances 

such as employment and banking. This and various other pieces of legislation including the 

Bill of Rights Act, give New Zealand courts considerable power to remedy discrimination. In 

Australia, various federal laws also prohibit various discriminatory grounds of reasoning: the 

Racial Discrimination Act, the Sex Discrimination Act (protecting also gender, marital status 

and sexual orientation), the Age Discrimination Act and the Disability Discrimination Act. 

But it should be noted that prejudice and resulting discrimination also affect the operation and 

institutions of the law itself. Recent research suggests that the tendency to be unaware of 

one’s own predilections is present even in those with regular experience of having to handle 

incriminating material in a sensitive and professional manner. In a recent review of psycho-

legal literature comparing judicial and juror susceptibility to prejudicial publicity, the authors 

note that although “an overwhelming majority of judges and jurors do their utmost to bring 

an impartial mind to the matters before them…even the best of efforts may nonetheless be 

compromised” [19]. They write that “even accepting the possibility that judges do reason 

differently than jurors, the psycho-legal research suggests that this does not have a significant 

effect on the fact-finding role of a judge,” and that “in relation to prejudicial publicity, judges 

and jurors are similarly affected.” 

So the problem of discrimination is widespread and complex, and up until now we have had 

legal protections that are generally accepted to be effective even though it is difficult to 

assess their actual efficacy on the accuracy and fairness of public decision-making. The use 

of such tools rests on the assumption that behaviours and experiences are universal and 

measurable. But even the use of standardized tools—or “structured professional judgments,” 

as they are known—present a bias in how individuals are perceived, how behaviours are 

formulated, and how decisions are informed [25, 26]. It is in this context that algorithmic 

decision tools have been vigorously promoted [20-24]. 

Algorithmic bias: Amplifying these concerns, recent studies suggest that algorithmic decision 

tools may fail to live up to their promise of reducing harmful bias in decision-making [27-

31]. Their probabilistic accuracy may in fact militate against fairness in most cases [32, 33]. 

It is useful here to distinguish intrinsic and extrinsic bias in decision-making systems. 

Intrinsic bias is built-in from scratch or results from inputs causing permanent change in the 
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system’s structure and rules of operation. A Human Resources system designed by a male 

team to implement a set of rules that fail to accommodate the needs of female employees is 

intrinsically biased in its design. Ingrained unconscious prejudice in human reasoners that is 

effectively impervious to counter-evidence is also intrinsic. Extrinsic bias, on the other hand, 

derives from a system’s inputs in a way that does not effect a permanent change in the 

system’s internal structure and rules of operation. The output of such systems might be 

inaccurate or unfair but the system remains ‘rational’ in that new evidence is capable of 

correcting the fault.  

What we usually call prejudice in humans is intrinsic bias [12, 17, 34] although of course 

misinformed humans can ‘rationally’ form inaccurate or unfair beliefs. Bias in algorithmic 

decision-makers can similarly be either intrinsic or extrinsic but differs in character from the 

corresponding human failings.  

Intrinsic algorithmic bias can be the result of prejudiced developers or of ill-conceived 

software development (as in the Human Resources example above). Alternatively, intrinsic 

biases can arise from the inherent constraints imposed by the technology itself [35]. The way 

we represent data might have unexpected effects on the output of an algorithm, as when an 

algorithm that polls companies represented in an alphabetical list leads to increased business 

for those earlier in the alphabet [36]. Intrinsic algorithmic bias can also be the result of 

programming errors, as when poor design in a random number generator causes particular 

numbers to be favoured [36]. Some intrinsic bias is fundamentally historical, as when an 

algorithm is tied to rules that reflect current science, law or social attitudes.  

The recent explosion in the use of artificial intelligence is largely driven by the development 

of algorithms that are not rule-based in the style of expert systems, but instead are capable of 

learning. Such “deep learning” networks can avoid intrinsic bias insofar as they can learn 

from their mistakes; but the cost of being able to learn is vulnerability to extrinsic bias. This 

has become a pressing issue in the development of ethical AI [35, 37]. 

In New Zealand, as elsewhere, algorithms designed to be accurate and fair routinely assess 

our creditworthiness, our desirability as employees, our reliability as tenants, and our value as 

customers. Extrinsic bias results from the fact that such apparently objective tools derive their 

power from historical data and hence actually aggregate decisions made by the very people 

whose potentially biased decision-making we are seeking to supplant [38]. Errors and biases 

latent in this “dirty data” tend to be reproduced in the outputs of machine learning tools [39, 

40]. This is a significant problem, and one that is compounded by copyright and intellectual 

property laws, which presently limit the access users have to better quality training data [41]. 

Most extrinsic bias arises from the use of unrepresentative data sets. For instance, face 

recognition systems trained predominantly on Caucasian faces might reject the passport 

application photos of Asian persons, whose eyes appear closed [42]. Speech recognition 

systems, too, are known to make more mistakes decoding female voices than male ones [43]. 

Such situations arise from a failure to include members of diverse social groups in training 

data. The obvious solution is to diversify the training sets [44, 30] although there are both 

political and legal barriers in the way of this [41]. Moreover, the diversification of training 
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data presents a difficult technical problem. Demographic parity is achieved when a data set is 

equally representative of two groups (e.g. men and women), but where we are trying to be 

fair with regard to many different characteristics it is impossible to achieve demographic 

parity for all of them at once. Also, if the data available is strongly skewed in favour of a 

particular demographic group, discarding data in order to achieve demographic parity is 

likely to decrease the overall accuracy of the system [32].  

Not all dirty data suffers from being unrepresentative. COMPAS is a commercial tool used in 

the criminal justice system which aids decisions about, amongst other things, parole. 

COMPAS scores, based on questionnaires filled out by prisoners, are predictive of risk of 

reoffending, but a recent study in the US shows a strong correlation between COMPAS score 

and race [45]. African Americans routinely have higher scores and so find it harder to get 

parole. The effects of historical injustice are writ large in such statistics. African Americans 

are likely to have lower incomes, to live in crime-ridden neighbourhoods, and to have 

diminished educational opportunities. This vicious circle is exacerbated by previous 

discriminatory patterns of policing [45, 29, 30]. This bias does not originate from 

unrepresentative data, which could be corrected by including more diverse ethnic groups in 

the training set. It stems from intrinsic human bias, with machines simply inheriting the bias 

from prevailing social conditions. So an algorithm that accurately predicts recidivism also 

unfairly penalises an already disadvantaged group. Moreover, because of these persistent 

correlations between race and disadvantage, modern AI, harnessing big data and machine 

learning, persistently detects race even when it receives no data specifically about this 

protected category [46]. 

Meanwhile work in data science shows that we can develop algorithms that are, in some 

sense, “fairer.” The challenge, however, is that different notions of “fairness” are in conflict, 

meaning that it appears to be impossible to be “fairer” in every sense of that term [33, 20, 

47]. Complicating the matter further, public safety and fairness also collide. As Corbett-

Davies et al. [33] conclude after a rigorous statistical examination of the issue: “satisfying 

common definitions of fairness means one must in theory sacrifice some degree of public 

safety….Maximizing public safety requires detaining all individuals deemed sufficiently 

likely to commit a violent crime, regardless of race…There is…an inherent tension between 

minimizing expected violent crime and satisfying common notions of fairness.” 

We also note recent concern that algorithmic decision-making tools employing big data are 

effectively profiling New Zealanders in that they identify correlations between apparently 

unrelated and irrelevant characteristics and make predictions about behaviour at a group-level 

[48]. Thus, the individual is comprehended based on similarity to other people identified by 

the algorithm, rather than on their actual behaviour [49]. It is an open question whether an 

algorithm that employs a person’s postcode to determine their creditworthiness is less 

pernicious than one that uses their skin colour to infer criminality. The line between static and 

dynamic variables is questionable: we might assume that things like postcode or employment 

status are within the individual’s power to change, but in practice, they may very well not be. 
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